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New Confined Space Rule Became Effective AnMltS. 1993 OSHA has announced its long-awaited
confmed space rule to protect workers. The standard applies to agricultural services and is intended to
protect workers from toxic, explosive or asphyxiating atmospheres. Additionally it will protect from
possible engulfment from small particles such as grain or sawdust. Entries by workers into such
confmed spaces as tanks, grain bins or fertilizer blenders will be controlled by a "permit" system. We at
Asmark: are fmalizing an appropriate "Confined Space Entry" program that will be available to all our
customers under their current retainer contract.
Do You Know Where Your Hazmat Refistration Is? Transporters of hazardous materials that were
required to register with the DOT last fall should insure that a copy of the registration certificate is
located in each vehicle for which the registration was required. Fines are substantial and violations may
prove very inconvenient since they basically put you out of service for non-compliance.
Notable Compliance Dates
April 15, 1993
May 10, 1993
October 1, 1993
October 1, 1993
October 1, 1993

Confined Space Entry rule becomes effective.
Farmers required to keep records of applications of restricted use pesticides
Shippers of hazardous materials must begin utilizing the new classification system.
(Proper shipping names, packaging groups, etc. as required by HM 181.)
New shipping description and placarding requirements for ammonium nitrate go
into effect (2067 vs 2072)
Full compliance required with HM-126F training requirements

FHWA Drons Hours of Service Pronosal The Federal Highway Administration has withdrawn a
proposed rule change that would have permitted an increase in the amount of time persons are allowed
to drive commercial trucks. More than 70,000 responses were received but there was no substantive
responses to the fundamental safety questions, according to the agency.
KY Drafts Groundwater Protections Re~latUma Citing the prevention of groundwater pollution as
their goal, the Natural Resources Cabinet administrative regulation identifies certain activities and
establishes the requirements for developing and implementing groundwater protection plans (GPP).
Agricultural production and the storage of agricultural chemicals and fertilizers are specifically
included. GPP's would be required by January 1, 1994 and updated at least every 3 years. The plans
would be subject to approval by the agency and would contain basic information concerning
identification, scope of operations and processes/procedures designed to protect the groundwater.

CDL Uodate
"Restricted" CDL's are being issued now in the states of Kentucky, Indiana and
Tennessee. There &tillremains much confusion as to what the requirements are and who is eligible for
the temporary license, but many "Restricted"CDL's have been iSsued. If you have a question or need
assistance in obtaining a license, please give our office a call.
NOTE There is reportedly a 6 week back log of drivers awaiting road/skills test in some states such as
Kentucky. This could drastically affect your drivers obtaining full CDL's.
Wetlands DetenniwUjon Standard Announced The EPA and the Army Corps of Engineers have
issued a joint notice that the two agencies are in agreement to utilize the 1987 Corps of Engineers
Wetlands Delineation Manual in making wetlands determinations under provisions of the Clean Water
Act.
EPA Rules Mean More Trainin~
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has issued new
standards to protect the nation's 3.9 million agricultural workers from occupational exposure to
dangerous pesticides. The rule requires personal protective gear for all pesticides used on farms,
forests, nurseries and greenhouses. It establishes restricted entry intervals--specific time periods
ranging from 12 to 72 hours, when workers must stay out of fields or other areas following pesticide
application.
The rule also requires that employers supply workers with soap, water and towels for decontamination,
and provide emergency transportation to workers who are injured or poisoned by pesticides. Moreover,
it requires that employers give workers safety training about pesticide hazards, and that handlers not
apply pesticides in ways that can expose workers or other people. Between 10,000 and 20,000 cases of
pesticide poisonings are reponed each year, EPA says. All parts of the standard will be enforceable,
beginning on April 15, 1994.
Additionally, practically all pesticide labels will be revised prior to April 15, 1994. Asmark's 1994
Safety training program will specifically address the Worker Protection Standards.
Fanners R-'U.:Uecordkeeoin~
Rules Finalized Passed in the 1990 Farm Bill and the subject of
much debate, the requirements for farmers R-U-P recordkeeping was enacted on April 8, 1993.
Pressure from environmental activist groups in the fonn of a threatened law suit prompted the EPA to
action.
Environmental Law-1993 Both Superfund and RCRA have come up for reauthorization. In 1993,
Congress will address these, along with a stan at rewriting the Clean Water Act. The degree of vigor
with which they will proceed with these effons depends upon where the newly elected administration
places them within the list of priorities.
DOT Prooosed AlcohollDru~ Testin~ Expansion Uodate Reports indicate DOT is close to issuing a
final rule that would expand the current drug testing program to include intra-state drivers as well as
testing for alcohol.

Before You UPSlFedEx That Packa~e You might want to read this! A manufacturer and it's plant
manager were recently indicted and plead guilty to intentionally mislabeling a hazardous substance and
shipping it via United Parcel Service. Under the terms of the plea agreemen~ the manager is serving a
10 month prison term and will pay a $10.000 fine. His employer will pay a $100,000 fme. The
hazardous substance ~as packed in a box marked "valve" so that UPS would accept it for overnight
shipment. The substance subsequently leaked from the package as it was being handled at the airport,
sending more than 40 people to local hospitals. Investigating agencies included the FBI and FAA.
KY St~ns Un Efforts Rerardin~ UST Division of Waste Management officials estimated there are
50.000 tanks buried throughout Kentucky. Currently only 36,000 tanks are registered with the Division
of Waste Management. More than 6,000 tanks have been removed or closed since the state program
took effect in 1986. More than 3,500 closure reports await processing by the DOWM and they are
expected to announce a strategy in the near future to address this problem. This increased effort will no
doubt cause an increase in enforcement actions.
NOTE House Bill 647 (passed in 1992) requires tank owners to re-register their tanks with the state in
order to qualify for cleanup funds available from the State Petroleum Storage Tank Environmental
Assurance Fund.
Truck Accident Renortine Chanred
Accident reports such as the MCS 50T (found in your
Compliance Manual) will no longer be, utilized to report certain accidents. Instead all reports will be
replaced by state police reports and downloaded to the DOTs computer system electronically beginning
March 4,1993.
Penalties Proposed for" Out.of.Service" Violators
The Federal Highway Administration has
proposed to make any violation of an out-of-service order by a driver of a commercial motor vehicle a
disqualifying offense resulting in suspension. revocation or cancellation of the driver's commercial
driver's license.
Methvl Bromide Phased Out The future of methyl bromide became questionable when EPA
classified the fumigant as a Class 1 ozone depleting chemical. Under the proposed EPA plan.
production and use of methyl bromide would gradually be phased out through the 1990's and totally
banned by the year 2000. These provisions comply with the 1990 Clean Air Act.
Federal Re~ster
The Federal Register, in 1992, exceeded 63,000 pages, a barometer reflecting the
amount of activity the regulatory agencies were involved in last year. Despite Bush's moratorium the
number of Federal Register pages increased substantially.
Clinton's Barre Tax The Clinton Administration has proposed to raise fuel taxes on barges by $1.00
per gallon. The Senate. in a non-binding resolution voted 88 to 12 to remove the tax from the
Presidents plan. Barges currently pay 19 cents a gallon in addition to contributing 50% to the cost of
new construction on the river through "user fees". In relative terms, the proposed increase would
increase the cost of transporting a bushel of grain from central lllinois to New Orleans by 9 cents.

